The problem of the maximum range of the parameter of Wilker-type inequality
Introduction
In [1] , Prof. Zhuling presented the following conclusions: for 0 
Prof. Zhuling also raised an open problem [2] : what is the maximum range of α such that       By means of polynomial discrimination system and the mathematics software Maple, Hedeng proved in [3] that the inequality holds if and only if α    ln( 2) ln 2 , 0 , (ln ln 2 ) ) Zhen-Hang Yang and Yu-Ming Chu presented a more generalized conclusion in [4] trans trans x . Using Taylor expansion substitutions one or more times, the proving of the target inequality is transformed to the verification of a series of polynomial inequalities with only one variable, and then completed by algebraic inequality-proving tool such as BOTEMA. The algorithms are very efficient for the common transcendental-polynomial inequalities, furthermore the procedure is "readable". The method is called Successive Taylor Substitution by Chen.
The aim of this paper is to discuss automatic proof of a Wilker-type inequality with parameter, a more complicated problem than the examples cited in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and provide a procedure for mechanical proof of some transcendental inequalities beyond transcendental polynomial inequalities using the method Successive Taylor Substitution. With completely different ideas from [3] and [4] ,we get the same conclusion as the two papers.
, the maximum range of α such that
Although the conclusions are known results, the method itself is exemplary for the same type of inequality. It is also shown that Successive Taylor Substitution gives a better play with manual work and clever variable substitutions combined. Furthermore, although the conclusion is obtained through machine proving, the process can be verified manually.
Successive Taylor Substitution
The problem of automatic proof of inequality has always been a hot and difficult problem in the field of mathematical mechanization and automatic reasoning. In recent years, the automatic proof of algebraic inequalities has attracted a large number of scholars and has also achieved rich results. In particular Professor Yanglu has proposed a so-called dimension-decreasing algorithm, based on which a program called BOTTEMA was implemented on PC. Inequalities in batches including hundreds of open problems has been verified in this way. But BOTTEMA can only handle algebraic inequalities or converts geometric inequalities into algebraic inequalities first, and it can not solve the general problem of automatic proof of transcendental inequalities directly [11] [12] [13] [14] . Although there are a lot of research results and proving methods on transcendental inequalities, almost all the methods can not adapt to mathematical mechanization and automated reasoning. Therefore, it is necessary to study the automatic proof of such inequalities and explore new algorithms. 
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In fact,  x e , sin x and cos x has also strong regular expansions on corresponding domains. Specially, there are some basic elementary transcendental functions which can't be expanded regularly but have also fixed relationship with their Taylor expansion. For example, 
Theorem 2.1 [5] 
Theorem 2.2 [5] Suppose that  } In the process above, Taylor expansion is used to compute the upper and lower limit polynomials of the transcendental function, and then we get a sequence of nested univariate polynomials to approximate   Fx so that the proof of a transcendental inequality is reduced to verification of a series of rational inequalities. we call this method Taylor Substitution.
Most of the time, a transcendental polynomial may contain more than one transcendental factors, and the transcendental factors may also be composed of some other transcendental functions or algebraic functions, which would still contain transcendental factors after taking Taylor substitution once. For this situation Taylor substitutions are required once more. Here we take , , , Transcendental factor of transcendental polynomial may be transcendental constant, which need also to be rationalized. To solve this problem we take the transcendental constant as a transcendental function, and try to find nested intervals with rational endpoints that approach to the transcendental constant. For transcendental constant t, if there exists interval sequence 12 {[ ( ), ( )]} t n t n such that (1) 1
(2) When  n , 1 ()  t n t , 2 ()  t n t ; (3) 1 () tnand 2 () tn are both rational for each n. Then the upper and lower limit polynomials of , () f x t can be taken form the following conclusions.
Automatic Proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove our main result we need to rationalize transcendental constants  and 3  3  2  2  3  4  2  3  2  3 +2 tan( ) 6 tan( ) tan( ) 6 tan( ) 9 tan( ) 16 tan( ) 
